
The Seven Life Muscle Approach
STEP NINE

The Life-Skill Muscle

built intentionally, productively, in balance 
with the other 6 Muscles for a Purpose to live 
out your individual, unique calling for a life 
unveiling God’s Glory!

Where the Core Life-Muscles are the 
foundation blocks for life, with the Life-
Purpose Muscle directing us, the Life-
Skill Muscle is like using the gas pedal 
to go along on our journey up. Each skill 
built is intentional and purposeful, built for 
a higher purpose than just success in life 
here on earth.  They are not overworked or 
burdensome.  Rather added to our life to be 
faithful stewards of our time and talents for 
the Life-Purpose.

The Life-Skill Muscle is built intentionally.  A 
close relationship with God which reveals the 
individual’s unique calling also unveils which 
Life-Skills would be beneficial.  For example, 
a plumber will need the Life-Skill of working 
with their hands.  A baker will need the Life-
Skill of baking, how to read a recipe and so 
on. A farmer how to plant and tend to their 
crop.  A mechanic could use the skill of how 
to change the oil, change the radiator and 
so on.  There are specific Life-Skills that are 
needed for each individual Life-Purpose.  

The Life-Skill Muscle is directed as one 
draws closer to the Lord and purposes to 
wait upon the Lord to reveal your God-given 
talents, giftings and bents in life. These Life-
Skills may be used to direct your occupation 
or provide the income needed to support 
yourself and your family. 
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REFLECT 
So,what is The Life-Skill Muscle?

“All Work is Worship to The Lord”

The more that we build our Life-Purpose Muscle, 
the more we will know which Life-Skills need to 
be developed to practically live out this purpose.  
This is built using the Life-Skill Muscle. 

With a world that focuses on the addition of skills 
to succeed in life, it would be important to note 
that these Life-Skills are not built for competition, 
but rather to fulfill our Life-Purpose born out of 
our Core Life-Muscles. The world says, “the more 
skills you have the better.” The 7LM Approach 
is built on the core value that everything must 
overflow from what is eternal. Instead of a day 
jam-packed with  life skills being practiced for 
success here on earth, the Life-Skill Muscle is 
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Then there are those Life-Skills that everyone 
needs such as how to cook dinner, change a tire 
or obtain a library card. There are skills that need 
to be developed like how to pay taxes, make 
appointments, write thank you notes and so on.  
These are the Life-Skills needed for success in 
everyday life. They also must be taught intentionally 
and built diligently on the journey through life.

There are also Life-Skills that are built for just 
pleasure and everyday life.  For example, a 
gardener that enjoys flowers needs to learn how to 
plant and maintain a flower. Perhaps, they may use 
this to plant a garden and enjoy the bounty of their 
crop for food.  For others, it may just be for God’s 
gift of life’s simple pleasures. Crafts, bird-watching, 
sewing, skiing and so on.  These Life-Skills can 
be used for enjoyment as well as blessing others 
with great memories and fun! These are the Life-
Skills that often come naturally and flow from our 
personality or are a desired or needed skill for life, 
such as learning to play an instrument or sport.  A 
ballerina learning the skill of graceful dance. 

Because the Life-Skill Muscle is often more 
seen than some of the other muscles, it can be 
easy for this muscle to become the focal point 
of a person’s life.  This can be a wonderful thing 
if it overflows from the Life-Purpose Muscle, but 
it is important to keep a watchful eye on one’s 
heart when building the Life-Skill Muscle. Often, 
their talented and honed Life-Skill can be easy to 
praise.  It becomes the subject of most 

REFRESH
It’s never too late to add a new Life-Skill 
that overflows with great purpose.  In the 
same way, we can simplify and dismiss any 
pursuit of a Life-Skill that is burdensome and 
overwhelming. God has great purpose for 
our life as we let Him be the builder!

conversations simply because it is visible.  It 
can be championed and glorified. This can 
be a wonderful esteem booster, but we must 
be sure to encourage the Core-Life Muscles 
even more.  

It can be easy for one’s identity to be found 
in a Life-Skill. But who is that person if that 
skill was somehow lost?  If a runner was in an 
accident and could no longer run?  A singer 
who loses her voice? How about a successful 
businessman who loses a key customer and 
goes under?  We must always ensure that our 
life first overflows from a strong core (Core-
Life Muscles) and is directed by the Life-
Purpose Muscle as built by God. This ensures 
that our energy and focus when building the 
Life-Skill Muscle is effective for our heart and 
maintains an eternal mindset.
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